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Abstract

This report describes NNC development of a demonstration concept called Interact of
Visual Display Unit (VDU) displays, integrating on-screen control of plant actions. Most
plant vendors now propose on-screen control and it is being included on some plants. The
integration of Station Operating Instructions (SOI) into the VDU presentation of plants is
being developed rapidly. With on-screen control, SOIs can be displayed with control
targets able to initiate plant control, directly as called for in the SOIs.

Interact displays information and control options, using a cursor to simulate on-screen
display and plant control. The displays show a method which integrates soft control and
SOI information into a single unified presentation. They simulate the SOI for an accident,
on-screen, with simulated inserted plant values.

The Interact displays were developed using 'Toolbook' (ref 1). The basic concept is a
rolling succession of simple displays, responding directly to operator actions. Many
simple displays are used, with simple choice and control operations. This is preferred to
systems using fewer, more complex displays with complex operations and menu choices.

Selection initially gives an overview of the sequence to be followed. Entry to the
sequence gives the right hand half screen showing the detailed operating instruction. The
left hand half screen shows specific information for the operating instruction shown. The
operator can select 'yes' o r ' n o ' against the decision criteria of the instruction, using the
information on the left half screen. If not satisfied with the decision, it can be changed.
It is then confirmed by selection of 'continue', which gives the display of the next
operation.

For control operations, the instruction shows the plant items and the action needed. The
operator then selects the plant items required. The information display on plant state is
made to follow the action, but with a random number bias for failure. 'Continue' rolls the
display to the next operation. Colour and text show the changes and show which soft
buttons can be used at each stage.

Feasibility of the process has been shown, although extensive work would be needed to
implement the SOIs in the way suggested. Recommendations are given in the paper for a
full development of some ideas produced during the work.

The work was partly funded by the European Union, DGXII, under the fission safety
programme.
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1. Introduction

The use of soft control on-screen for control of nuclear power plant is not yet established.
Most plant vendors now propose it and it is being included for the EDF Chooz B plant.
The integration of Station Operating Instructions (SOI) into the VDU display systems of
plants is being developed rapidly. With soft screen control, SOIs can be displayed with
control targets able to initiate plant control, directly in the way called for in the SOIs.
The targets can call up sequences of plant or multiple operations of several plant items to
achieve an operating goal.

The NNC work on Interact investigated display concepts which include the human factors
consideration of a separate report giving full recommendations for VDU use. The
development was at the level of feasibility and of presentation aspects, with simulated on-
line capacity only.

The principal terms used are:

'VDU' refers to the visual display unit itself,

'VDU display' refers to the information shown on a VDU, where a distinction is
needed.

'Soft control' and 'soft button' refer to plant control action or display action
initiated or controlled by on-screen target areas for mouse click or touch action.

2. Objectives

The NNC work aimed to develop display recommendations and soft control display
designs for accident management. These aimed to take full account of the information and
control needed for a real plant, and the human factors and other recommendations of the
separate study on VDU use. The work is based on and builds from the Sizewell B VDU
display designs and SOIs, prepared by NNC for Nuclear Electric.

The initial aim of the work was to make recommendations on VDU display design, taking
into account the use of touch screen soft control, and any experience of other SOI display
methods. This is available within NNC as a detailed set of recommendations.

The second aim was to produce a conceptual design of the method of display of SOIs
which integrates soft control and SOI information into a single unified presentation to the
operators.

The final aim was to produce demonstration VDU designs and prototypes for use in a
severe accident. They present the operator with information needed and allow on-screen
operator selection of actions and groups of action to be taken on plant. They simulate the
post-trip SOI for an accident, on-screen, with simulated values from plant. The VDU
designs include mouse cursor areas to simulate touch-screen areas, for display navigation
and plant control.

No attempt has been made to produce real-time software suitable for use with the soft
screen controls of a real plant. No attempt has been made to produce software able to
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interact with any existing on-site control and indication computer system. The Interact
displays, considered as a knowledge base, are fixed in content during the design stage.
This is intended as the method of achieving a licensable design concept, since a
deterministic behaviour will then result.

3. Critical Safety Function monitoring

CSF monitoring is an essential part of the operations performed by the operator in
assessing severe accidents. The CSFs used are, in hierarchical order:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Subcnticality
Core cooling
Heat sink
Integrity
Containment
Inventory.

For CSF monitoring of the reference PWR, key measurements are checked for normal and
abnormal conditions. Three levels of challenge are defined. These are off-normal, severe
and extreme challenge. Off-normal requires action for that CSF, provided no other CSF
has a more severe challenge.

The value in the normal range implies that there is no challenge to the CSF, and no action
is needed from the operators. The value in the off-normal range may allow the event-
specific SOI to continue to be followed, since the limit is within the design basis fault for
which normal SOIs are defined. If the range of the variables is outside this, the operations
supervisor can chose to re-diagnose the fault and adopt an alternative event-based SOI or
an alternative strategy. The upper limit of the off-normal ranges require transfer to
specific SOIs for restoration of CSF, by priority of challenge.

If a severe or extreme challenge is involved, then action to control the CSF must be taken,
unless a CSF higher in the hierarchy is also severely or extremely challenged.

The operating concept followed enhances the diversity of approach, and thereby minimizes
the risk of mind-set conditions. The initial CSF monitoring after a reactor trip is
symptom-based and done by the supervisor, or an assistant operator under the instruction
of the supervisor. This monitoring is done in parallel with the reactor unit operator
actions, which follow event based procedures. These procedures support and monitor the
automatic trip and ESF actions taken following trip or safety injection (SI).

An NNC input to the work was the program 'Navigate', developed to allow simulated
operation of the reference PWR displays on a PC. It allowed the integrated presentation
of the displays in a relatively realistic manner. The displays and their readability, clarity
and usefulness were assessed. The displays used for accident management and CSF
monitoring were identified. The SOIs were used for this. These displays generally are
based on the detailed process plant designs. They are mostly plant review and system
displays with a few operator task-based displays, and in general are not directly related to
the tasks defined in the Station Operating Instructions (SOIs).
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In the development reported here, the displays are defined from the operator's tasks, rather
from a plant review basis. Each operator task and the information identified for checking
or decision making is then placed on the appropriate VDU display page. This display
page directly defines the SOI decision or control blocks required. The display pages then
link one to another in the sequence of the tasks required. The demonstration system and
concepts are called Interact.

4. Software used

The aim was to use a standard PC for the Interact demonstration work. The Toolbook
package (ref 1) was assessed for use for the development of the demonstration displays. It
includes all the features needed. Keyboard control after cursor selection of a signal allows
insertion of new values. The only special requirements are for a Windows 3.1
environment with super VGA. The Interact displays were therefore developed using
'Toolbook'.

5. Basic concept

The basic concept of Interact is a rolling succession of simple displays, which respond
directly to the operator actions. The operator is in control of all display choices and all
action demands at all times, without any automatic presentation of new displays. Many
simple displays are used, with simple choice and control operations. The operations aim
to be simple and self-explanatory. This is preferred to fewer, more complex displays
which could require complex operations and menu choice processes.

Selection of a group of operations initially gives a whole screen overview of the sequence
to be followed (see figures 1, 3). Entry to the sequence gives the right hand half screen
showing the detailed operating instruction. The left hand half screen shows specific
information needed for monitoring the conditions referenced by the operating instruction
(see figure 4). The displays thus show each instruction and the direct information to
support the instruction. The instruction identifies the operator check and decision or the
control operation required, and the information presented is specifically that needed for the
instruction. The information half screen gives options to display alternative data sources,
if the preferred signals have failed. On completion of the step the operator proceeds to the
next step, described earlier as a rolling progression.

For information checks and decisions, the instruction shows the check required (see figure
4). The operator can select 'yes' or 'no' against the decision criteria of the instruction,
using the information on the left half screen. A 'yes' is always downwards and
corresponds to a lesser challenge, with 'no' upwards. If not satisfied with the decision, it
can be changed. It is then confirmed by selection of 'continue', which gives the display
of the next operation.

The displays provide monitoring to determine whether a challenge to a CSF exists and the
level of criticality of that challenge. This is done though the CSF status trees, using
defined thresholds for each key parameter measured. Some systems automate this process
and this would clearly be simple, but for use in accidents the monitored signals could have
failed. Therefore the display process was not automated and each decision was explicit,
with choice of alternative parameters given for each decision. The explicit decisions also
illustrate the concepts in a wider context than accident management alone.
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Figure 1

SOI 8.2 Success pam 3c
Boratton using the HHSi pumps

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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For control operations, the instruction shows the plant items and the start, open or other
action which is needed (see figure 2). The operator can then select the plant items
required or change the selection. The 'select' soft button toggles, to select or deselect
each item. An 'enable' then an 'operate' action is then required. On this confirmation,
the operator has the option to continue, if the action was successful. 'Repeat' allows the
action to be attempted again. The display layout is standard. The support information
display on plant state is made to follow the action, but with a random number bias for
failure. 'Continue' makes the display roll forward for the next operation. Colour and text
show the changes and show which soft buttons can be used at each stage.

A skeleton display scheme for CSF monitoring was produced first, on paper. The detailed
specific measurements and states called for in the SOIs were found. The instructions were
reduced to the simplest basic logic operations of checks against criteria and instructions to
change plant state. Specific problems were met of ambiguity and lack of failure paths for
some operations defined in the SOIs, but were generally resolved by reference to the
writers of the SOI. Some simplifications of operations were included, since the display
design aim was to show principles, rather than to overcome every SOI problem.

The displays for progression through the CSF for the primary signals were identified and
entered to Toolbook, and a prototype display sequence produced successfully for initial
review. Human factors experts provided comments, which were then included in the
developed version of Interact.

The internal NNC design recommendations for VDUs were used in defining the Interact
displays. The primary and alternative CSF monitoring signals for use if the primary
measurement has failed or is not valid were identified. Additional displays were produced
for the alternative signals. Calculations of averages of redundant signals were added
where appropriate. Uniformity of colour presentation for within or outside each limit was
included.

The detailed SOI actions for extreme, severe, and off-normal challenge to CSF1 were
investigated, with consideration of the operator actions and control activities undertaken
for any challenge. These sequences of actions are termed 'success paths', which reduce
reactivity by various methods in the case chosen. An overview display of all CSF1
success paths was defined. The initial success paths involve checks that the automatic
protection has operated and manual reinforcement of those actions. Due to the very
extensive operations involved, these paths were not simulated, since the intention was to
show the principles, not the full detail.

A single success path to reduce the CSF challenge was implemented as displays (see fig
1). This involved operator action to attempt to reduce flux (RCS boration using HHSI
pumps, success path 3 c). The set of displays needed were identified as illustrative of the
accident management operations and show the principles suitably.

5.1 Development of display concepts

Concepts which were considered in the development described above included:

(i) A representation of the plant for each CSF, with detailed zoom or display switching
into the selected CSF chosen for the study, or the actions selected. This approach
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was rejected, after study of the plant and CSF displays, which are almost totally
abstract and are not suited to a single plant mimic with zoom.

(ii) A rolling display of the SOI information, included as windows on plant background
displays. This was used, as the basis of the SOI presentation aspect, and partly for
the plant state information.

(iii) A representation of the plant at detailed level, with navigation through it and
presentation of the SOIs as a selectable half-screen window with the plant. This
was selected as the most flexible approach, together with the rolling display
concept.

(iv) Representation of the plant in an abstract manner, with the emphasis on the SOI
information, assuming use of the previously designed displays on another screen or
a window. The decisions taken at each step of the SOI are generally based on
single redundant parameters and new displays were produced for them.

(v) Soft control targets for initiation of plant actions called for in the SOIs, both for
single actions and in groups or sequences. Although the project timescale did not
permit this to be achieved completely, sufficient work was done to illustrate the
feasibility of this approach.

The approach chosen was a split screen, as described above, adopting features of several of
the initial ideas.

5.2. Display design development

The initial development showed various features only partly foreseen or not anticipated at
all. These included:

(i) The need for a 'back' control on most displays to show the last display again;

(ii) The need for an exit and resume facility, to leave the detailed logic and to show
the full logic and stage reached. Resume returns to the checks and actions at the
point reached;

(iii) The VDU ability to show many parameters was normally not relevant, and only
few parameters, as directly needed for a decision or operation were needed for each
step. This allowed greatly improved clarity of information display compared to the
reference displays of Navigate;

(iv) The need to show path options and path followed, and the situations diagnosed.
This was well shown by colour fill with legend where ambiguity from colour alone
could result.

These features were included.

5.3 Recommendations arising

Relevant recommendations for on-line operator instruction displays are:
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(i) Use an automated tool for generating and transforming the SOI to formally
structured text;

(ii) Use a split screen, with one half for instructions, one half for support information;

(iii) Limit the on-line SOI information to two or three steps at most;

(iv) Provide on-line support information on only one or two parameters or use limited
mimics, as needed for the SOI step selected;

(v) Provide a page back or last screen target;

(vi) Provide colour enhanced and written text to trace the path followed in the logic and
the status of each check;

(vii) Provide an exit and resume facility, or a facility to check the logic path progress
while still following the detailed path.

The literature recommends that there should be only one method of presenting each
procedure component, and that action statements should not be embedded in notes and
cautions. The need to keep a record of the place reached within a procedure and the need
for decisions to be clearly worded is also quoted. The nature of Interact enforces these
requirements.

Different consideration apply to the information which can be provided to support staff in
a Technical Support Centre, where far more detailed information can be digested, and far
more complex displays used.

6. Implementation

The Interact concepts were successfully implemented and then developed for CSF
monitoring and for operations to meet challenges. The following describes various options
considered and used.

The use of two or more displays on one screen as windows displays, which are usual for
installed systems, was considered initially. Although the Windows environment used for
the software would have allowed this, it was decided not to implement this as being
application-specific and outside the illustration of principles needed for the work.

A background display, for zoom, display switching and sub-navigation targets to access
information was considered unnecessary. An overview display of the CSF groups with
their current state and last checked time, and an overview display of the success paths
provides centre points for the demonstration. The navigation process through the
demonstration is recorded dynamically on these displays, and the CSF information
repeated in summary at the head of the detailed CSF displays.

Touch targets were simulated by use of a mouse. The soft control instruction on plant
control displays alter the plant states shown, but with a random number used to cause
action failure. The display changes as simulated plant states changes, but no further
simulation is included.
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The information displays show a dummy of the plant state and plant measurements and
dummy the plant responses to control actions of the operator. Initial design showed that
the discrimination needed for decisions was generally best seen from histogram displays of
the measurements, with options for alternative signals.

The ability to change information display values was added, using cursor and keyboard.
This is possible on first display of a value, with re-selection of the display giving update.
Some displays needed simple mimics showing valve or pump status with limited flow
paths and some digital values. Suitable displays were developed. An interface to D-Base
was used for a core plan display of fuel channel outlet temperatures, and could be
extended.

A random number generator is used with a bias to simulate the potential failure of
instruments, resulting in a fault display for the signal. State displays similarly have a
random number bias. Plant actions taken have a random number bias to failure to act.

The use of tick boxes on information displays was tried, to allow the operator to record
any decisions on failed signals and retain that record while reviewing other data sources.
This would allow recording of the situation where the preferred information signals are not
valid and alternative sources must be used in a accident. In tests this appeared not needed,
since defective instruments would be directly shown in any case. It was therefore not
included.

A simple validation test was defined and used to check for errors and inconsistencies in
the operation, and to confirm the software was correct at each change.

7 Possible developments and conclusions

Successful displays were produced, but some developments, and some features could be
added, as follows:

(i) The use of the control displays showed that the option to open and to close valves,
or start and stop pumps should be included, with the preferred action for the
operation indicated.

(ii) The SOI logic showed the potential need for functions to count operation attempts
or cyclic loops and provide warnings, and for subroutine structures.

(iii) The potential for inclusion of automatic determination of CSF challenge level on
the preferred instruments exists. This was not adopted, for the reason given that
the instruments may have been destroyed by an accident.

(iv) Time did not allow checks with operators of the concepts, and these should be
made.

(v) The detailed process of transfer of SOIs to a computer display process is valuable
of itself for identification of problems of ambiguity and incomplete definition of
operations.
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The Interact system aimed to complement other systems investigated during the work, and
not to overlap. It aimed to provide a demonstration display suite only, to show the ideas
of a rolling interactive display used for direct plant control. It aimed to include the human
factors recommendations on VDUs identified in NNC. It aimed to show many simple
displays rather than few detailed displays, and aimed to keep the operator actions to
control the displays very simple and self-evident. No other systems considered have
included plant control or the human factors aspect fully.

Although it is clear that extensive work would be needed to implement the SOIs in the
way suggested, feasibility has been shown. The advantages of an almost self-explanatory
system which presents only few decision requests on each screen have been shown.

The system has potential for development as

• a training aid for operators;

• a method of rigorous checking of SOIs as they are developed;

• a method for feasibility testing of on-screen control;

• an off-line method of presenting SOIs, using on-line data via data links;

• for full scale development of on-screen control.
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